
Board of Directors Meeting
January 17, 2022

Attendees: Pam Patry, Catherine Poulton, Jessi Campbell, Barb Nott, Doug Strasser, Mary
Michasiw, Tanaka Chakwesha, Karen Makela.
Staff: Megan Karchie, Samuel Boucher Guest: Mark Steel (Placement Student)
Regrets: NONE.

1. Call to Order at 12:02PM by Jessi Campbell

Jessi welcomed attendees and Catherine provided the Land Acknowledgment.

2. Approval of January 2022 Minutes
Motioner: Jessi
Seconder: Catherine

CARRIED

3. Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes - December 2021
Motioner: Catherine
Seconder: Pam

CARRIED

4. Check-In with Sam and Megan

Jessi reiterated Cori-Lynn’s resignation from the Operations Manager position effective
January 14 2022. Catherine and Pam met with Sam and Megan to discuss how the news
impacts current operations and offered support if needed under these circumstances. As
part of this discussion, Sam was offered an extension in his role as Membership and
Communications Coordinator - the details of which are still under discussion.

Jessi thanked the team and introduced Mark Steel to the board of directors. Mark
introduced himself and explained he is a placement student working with Volunteer
Sudbury/Bénévolat Sudbury as he completes his Social Work Program requirements.
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5. Sam and Megan Updates

At this time, Jessi asked Sam and Megan to provide updates on current operations and
upcoming initiatives to the board of directors.

Megan:

Megan explained she is working alongside 10 volunteers in matching them with
opportunities to serve - noting there was an influx of volunteers looking for work after the
holidays. Megan stated that the Youth Engagement Council is going well with the council
having accomplished outreach to students, schools, and organizations to identify service
gaps in the community. Megan explained that the group is interested in hosting a ‘Speaker
Series’ during the Spring wherein community members, volunteers, and industry leaders
will be approached with the opportunity to speak to our audience through the Volunteer
Sudbury/Bénévolat Sudbury social media platforms. At this time, the group is interested in
sharing interviews and testimonials through the form of videos. Megan explained that VVP
funding is concluding and a final report due January 30th 2022 is being completed. More
so, she stated that the services associated with VVP are meaningful and should continue-
even without direct funding.

Sam:

New Year Membership Drive (Sent Jan 13)
- Membership initiative that offers 1-3 additional months of service and benefits for

organizations that renew from January-March
- In total, 68 organizations who have been in touch with VBS in some capacity have

been contacted through initial email blast (past members, non-members, and
organizations that have not needed volunteer recruitment services in 2021 due to
restrictions)

- Have already received three responses asking for additional information and follow
ups are being made accordingly (Meeting with Better Beginnings, Better Futures at
11am)

Community Presentations
- Jan 17 → YMCA Employment Services (Youth Clients)
- Jan 21 → Spark Employment (Youth Clients)
- Feb 2 - Cambrian College (Service-Learning Experience)
- Feb 15 - College Boreal (Youth Employment Program)

Virtual/Microvolunteer opportunities
- Most recent restrictions have halted traditional volunteer efforts
- Place emphasis on developing/facilitating virtual opportunities particularly for

youth and newcomers
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- Our members will be contacted to set up a quick meeting with the goal of
discussing remote and microvolunteer opportunities with their organizations

- At this time, response rates with our members has been slow with many
organizations overwhelmed with day-to-day changes in policies and procedures

- Creation of a survey to be sent to local organizations to gauge interest in working
with VBS to facilitate remote opportunities

Seasonal Volunteer Fairs
- Following the success of our Virtual Volunteer Fair in July 2021, we’ve decided that

we want to incorporate ‘Seasonal’ virtual fairs (April, July, October, January)
- Allows us to highlight member organizations while offering a helping hand to

non-member organizations who care to join
- We are in the preliminary stages of planning the April fair (includes contributions

from YEC who will assist with sponsorship outreach and social media content)

Future North Youth Summit
- Partnership with Future North team (we have a written M.O.U. detailing our

contributions to the agreement)
- March date has been postponed due to restrictions: we have a meeting planned for

Jan 25 to get updates from the Future North Team (seems likely it will take place in
June instead)

Collaborative Outreach to Sport Groups with Sportlink
- Randy Pascal approached our team with the idea to reach out to sports groups and

get them involves with VBS’s volunteer recruitment/management software
- He sees value in aggregating ‘sports volunteers’ to one location to help support

other sport groups in town: this is supported by 1) lack of sport needs on database,
and 2) strong interest from users in sports and recreation

- Database Calendar: has been predominantly empty in 2021, perhaps sport groups
can advertise tournaments here to increase community engagement

Doug congratulated the team on its ability to keep busy but was concerned staff may be
taking on too many responsibilities at this time - he wondered if they felt this workload
was sustainable and was curious as to what their priorities were. Megan explained her
priorities were set on reaching and assisting new clients while developing fundraising
opportunities for Volunteer Sudbury/Bénévolat Sudbury. Sam mentioned his priorities
were to ‘get Volunteer Sudbury/Bénévolat back on the map’ through increased social
media engagement and the development of microvolunteering opportunities to target
youth and newcomers who want to get involved for work experience.

Sam stated that, although the above information seems daunting, the team was quite
comfortable with the projects they have in the works. Sam explained that the team
worked to develop a framework approach to presentations, outreach, and virtual volunteer
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fairs that allows for success while keeping in mind time constraints and staff burnout. More
so, the contributions of Mark and his focus on the YEC will be helpful.

Doug explained he is impressed but reiterated it is important to balance priorities with
sustainability - explaining that the team should not be scared to say “no” if they are
approached with a project that could overwhelm their priorities.

Jessi asked Sam and Megan for updates on current and upcoming funding opportunities.
Sam explained the team is waiting to hear back from three applications (OTF Resilient
Communities Fund, New Horizons for Seniors Program, and United Way). Sam mentioned
he received a forwarded email from Jessi regarding missing documents to be added to the
New Horizons for Seniors Program application due on January 20, 2022. Megan and Sam
have identified the missing documents and will ensure they are sent in before the deadline.
One missing document included a signed letter of support - to which Mary offered she
would take care of it and send it to the team before the deadline.

Megan reiterated that the team is actively searching for funding opportunities that are
youth-specific to account for the YEC’s lack of funding. Mark mentioned that he was also
browsing grantconnect to help guide prospective projects.

Karen offered to support the team in any way possible: Megan asked if Karen had
experience writing grants and Karen confirmed. Karen offereted to be an extra set of eyes
for when the team is approaching a new funding source.

6. In-Camera Session - 12:30pm

Jessi asked Megan, Sam and Mark to step out of the call for a few minutes while the board
had an ‘in-camera’ session.

7. Program and Office Updates

Catherine and Jessi will have a meeting with Mark to develop a road map for the upcoming
months. In the interim, Sam and Megan have helped with introductions to operations and
training when needed. Jessi explained staff will work from home until further notice. Sam
now has the keys for the mailbox and will check the office bi-weekly.

Doug asked if there has been correspondence between OTF and VBS. Megan explained
that she and Cori-Lynn had been in steady communication with Francine (OTF) who was
assisting with tying up loose ends for VVP. Specifically, she has been assisting with the
Program Evaluation and Final Report. Megan stated she will send the report to Pam before
submitting it on January 30, 2022.
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Sam mentioned that he received an email from the H.E. Foster Foundation asking for a
donation receipt to prove we received the $8,000 for training associated with the VVP
program. Doug suggested that the team should check Google Drive for a donation receipt
template. If one could not be located, the team was invited to ask the board for assistance
in drafting a new one - Doug assured the team that it is not a complicated process.

8. Next Meeting Date

Jessi acknowledged the next board meeting takes place during Family Day (February 21)
and suggested that we move the meeting to February 14 to allow staff and board to enjoy
the holiday. The board and staff agreed.

9. Motion to Adjourn

Meeting was adjourned by Catherine at 12:58pm.
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